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SirPheles_eq82g: 2013-11-01 2013-12-07 22:57 I have a prize. I've been in the helicopter for hours. But doing a 10 squad repair confuses me. Because I repaired people's cars, and no results came from it. 187flatliner Enrolled: 2013-05-10 2013-12-07 22:59 they should be in YOUR SUOUTE. GENERAL Forgotten Few (T4F) Apply No
t4f.enjin.com/recruitment RebornV3 Enlisted: 2012-04-12 2013-12-07 23:00 It's all bugged for me if about half the weapons unlocks and most read 0/0 or that I didn't do them even when I play new weapons cards came with nothing else Britannia!! SirPheles_eq82g: 2013-11-01 2013-12-07 23:09 I know they should be on my team and I
have done dozens of repairs. And nothing so far. 0x0D06F00D Enlisted: 2011-11-05 2013-12-07 23:11 AS-VAL comes with second DLC attack ;) 0x0 LordOblivion1 Enlisted: 2011-10-26 2014-01-06 14:02 0x0D06F00D Said: AS-VAL comes with second DLC attack ;) 0x0 No, you have to get 10 squad repairs to get it. The job is a glitch for
many of us because it doesn't seem to recognize our work. The game never properly recorded my repairs until recently, but the assignment for AS VAL is still faltering. -AERO_RAPTOR-Enlisted: 2012-04-26 2014-01-06 14:11 This is the second assault weapon, if you look at your weapon it shows the second assault DLC next to it. If you
hear me coming, you'll be late! wc138 Enlisted: 2011-10-25 2014-01-06 14:26 I probably did a 50 squad overhaul before he finally admitted what I did and gave me as-Val. I'm not sure if it's broken, or just too vague in his description of what he considers squad repairs. Just keep trying. Eventually, it will open. 360Mafia Enlisted: 2011-10-
25 2014-01-06 14:27 This gun beast. YouTube: youtube.com/officialbiaclan360 ( LordOblivion1 Enlisted: 2011-10-26 2014-01-09 12:08 I finally got it after repairing whoring into a scout helicopter on the Silk Road. I must have received hundreds of squad repairs before it finally popped out. I think the job means to say: Get 10 Squad Repair
tapes, not a vague 10 squad repair. Im_Going_Space: 2011-10-27 2014-01-09 12:54 Get 10 Squad Repair Tape sounds like a much more likely scenario. 20Going%20Space UMD Platoon Rapllzz Enrolled: 2012-10-09 2014-01-16 10:35 I was repairing everything I can for my squad mates but still saying 0/10 what I was doing wrong?
iamthecool123 Enlisted: 2013-10-10 2014-01-31 16:53 It works for non-prenuim wc138 Enlisted: 2011-10-25 2014-01-31 17:04 Just keep doing repairs. I got mine after not giving up when I noticed I didn't Repair. I think it might actually be repairing the tape, but just keep on it. It will unlock eventually. Ends. Credit: 2011-10-25 2014-01-31
17:32 Not worth more, what was one of the best guns is now pointless if you run it on a lot of TDM and still a very unstable post patch with a blast of shots Not_Even_Goku Enlisted: 2012-04-14 2014-01-31 17:37 187flatliner said: they should be in your SQUAD. If only it were that simple. it took me 150 repairs all on a squad of mates to
get that 10. Battlefield 1, Pre-order. TheOneBigBosss Enlisted: 2011-10-26 2014-01-31 17:40 If I remember correctly it's actually getting the tape, not just every repair tick BEERDRINKER1977 Enrolled: 2011-10-26 2014-01-31 20:13 TheOneBigBoss said: If I remember correctly, it's actually getting the tape, not only is every tickIt repair
tape that you need to get, and it's also about 15 repair ticks (or some hell of it called) to get one tape. Beer! Beer! Beer! Beer! Beer! Beer! Beer! Beer! Beer! Beer! Beer! MUSIGRANDE Credited: 2011-10-31 2014-01-31 20:15 iamthecool123 said: it works for not prenuim do not believe. Reddog976x Enrolled: 2011-10-30 2014-01-31 20:18
You have to do it a lot to get it. I know I made 30 at least to get it to sign up. Join FyoC! We don't care about your stats. We only care about fun! 70 Here's How You Can Earn a New AS VAL Assault Rifle in Battlefield 4 Second Assault with Co-Pilot Destination. AS VAL's Battlefield 4 is the perfect submachine gun for those looking for fast
and action-free and bf4only.com. AS Val (Russian: zenith, special automatic shaft rifle) - Soviet-made assault rifle with 9x39 mm cartridge with built-in suppressor. Developed in the late 1980s by TNIICHOCHMash (Central Institute of Precision Construction), it was later adopted by the KGB and the Soviet Army, and then by special forces,
the FSB, the Interior Ministry and parts of the Russian Army. Options are also produced, including VSS Vintorez and SR-3 Vikhr. Battlefield Play4Free (edited source editing) Engineer 12499 (up to rank 21)2499 (after rank 21) 24 rounds (40 with Casket Mags) This Russian designed assault rifle with integrated suppressor firing a similar
round of VSSto Vinrez at 1200 rounds per minute. However, due to its compact size, shooting speed, light weight and range limits, the headquarters decided to send the weapon to engineers. In addition, the heavy round he shoots travels too slowly to be put to good effect as a long-range weapon, but excels in close quarters combat. -
Battlefield Play4Free AS-Val AD AS-Val is a compact assault rifle in battlefield Play4Free available for class engineer. It costs 12,499 funds to its forever, but if a player reached rank 21, it would only cost 2,499 funds forever. It has a fair amount of ammunition, ammunition, Range, good damage and very fast shot speed. This weapon
stands out in close combat due to its extreme shooting speed and ease of control even when shot from the hip. Even when the damage starts to drop dramatically over long distances, AS-Val can still be a huge threat because of its shooting speed and accuracy. In addition to the damage being left, the only other serious drawback of these
weapons is the speed from which the ammunition is expelled. Battlefield 3 edit source U.S. Marine Corps Russian Army ProficiencyMaster 20 Round 30 Round 1 round with Advanced Magazine 105 21 Rounds (MP)93 and 31 Rounds (MP with Extended 2.5 - 7.0 standing2.0 - 7.0 squat1.5 - 7.0 prone AS VAL is a completely suppressed
Soviet assault rifle, designed for use in special forces. Chambered for special high performance armor piercing 9x39mm round, AS VAL includes mounts for use of optical, red dot or even night vision spheres. Val is designed to fire only with a suppressor attached, and therefore prevents the rifle from mounting a slip. - In-Game Description
AS Val is a weapon featured in Battlefield 3. Singleplayer edit source AS Val with kobra attached is one of the starting arms in mates along with AKS-74u. One of the GRU characters, Cyril, also uses this weapon throughout the one-player campaign. The multiplayer sourceediting as VAL is unlocked at rank 45 as part of an all-set weapon.
It is classified as a PDW, although it is a technically compact assault rifle. AS Val has a very high return despite the low first shot multiplier. The lack of first-shot recoil, long-range damage, high shooting speed and very good horizontal recoil characteristics make AS VAL the most powerful long-range PDW. It is competitive with assault
rifles due to its very high impact output at range, and near high-speed fire compensates for low damage, potentially allowing kill times comparable to average assault rifles and PDWs like the P90. It is worth noting that as the original recoil multiplier AS Val is an unusual 0.5x; It can be especially beneficial for AS Val to be fired semi-
automatically over long distances. The very slowest snout speed of the weapon becomes its ultimate flaw in the range, despite being the highest long-range damage of all PDWs. Pdw. AS Val can take a wide range of optics and tactical light and laser sight accessories can be used. The patch later implemented Advanced Magazine as
both Attachments. AS Val's single-player level Comrades.AS Val a first-person view.AS Val with various attachmentsAdd photo in this gallery Battlefield 4 edit source Engineer Battlefield 4: Second Assault 0.4 up-0.4 left-0.1 right first shot multiplier 3.5x AS VAL is holistically suppressed by the Soviet assault rifle designed for use in the
Special Forces. Chambered for special high performance armor piercing 9x39mm round, AS VAL includes mounts for use of optical, red dot or even night vision spheres. Val is designed to fire only with a suppressor attached, and therefore prevents the rifle from mounting other barrel attachments. - The game's description of AS VAL is a
weapon featured in Battlefield 4: The second attack extension for the engineer kit. It is unlocked after the co-pilot's mission. Compared to Battlefield 3, it has much higher damage at close range, and retains its highest damage throughout the range. Like the Groza-4, it has a hybrid suppressor combination and a heavy barrel, making it
more accurate than any other PDW. Its high damage gives it a big advantage at close to the middle range, better than any other automatic weapon in damage per second, but it suffers from a small log capacity. Corner or folding handles are useful for reducing its 2.55x sharp bump. They can make weapons more effective at medium-
range accuracy. Trivia (edited editing source) Battlefield 3 edit source AS VAL has more unlocks than any of the other PDWs in Battlefield 3. While the rest of the PDWs have up to 12 unlocks, AS Val now (after 1.04 patch) has 14 unlocks, due to sniper scopes (6x and 7x). It also makes AS VAL the only PDW that is able to equip high
growth areas. In Battlefield 3, combined with the M145, AS Val causes a glitch where when directed and then unaimed after, the weapon does not return to its hip-fire position, but stays where it is as if you are in ads Bipoda until after the sprint, switching arms, or entering/exiting the vehicle. In Battlefield 3, AS VAL has the least
proliferation of any weapon associated with bolt-action sniper rifles, but the recoil from a full auto prevents it from being perfectly accurate with multiple shots in full auto. In Battlefield 3, AS VAL unlocks THE PSO-1 after 10 kills, it's to replicate the fact that it's an assault rifle and which assault rifles in Battlefield 3 unlock the 4x sphere after
10 kills. This weapon shares its bolt pulling animations with AK-74M, AKS-74u, SVD, M39 EMR, PP-19, zBU-88, and SKS Despite being classified as PDW by game, AS VAL is arguably the weapon in Battlefield 3 that deviates most from the norms of its category. Unlike other PDWs, AS has the average accuracy of the fire of the hip,
unusually high damage over long distances for its class, rolling back the pattern much more than horizontal, and precise directional accuracy. Battlefield 4 edit source In Battlefield 4 sprinting, numbers 6149 are visible on the left side of the gun. Along with the other weapons of the first three extensions for Battlefield 4, AS VAL actually has
a description in the game, but it can only be viewed when the weapon is unlocked at the end of the round or if it is equipped in the gadget slot with external tools. The AS VAL description is almost identical to its description in Battlefield 3, but has been changed because AS VAL is actually capable of installing subcutted attachments in
Battlefield 4. Edit Source Links - Battlefield Play4Free - NEW ENGINEER WEAPON - AS VAL - October 04, 2012 Community Content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. Noted.
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